
Trading in Luck: Fortune Tellers in the Dutch Metropoles, Late nineteenth to 
Early Twentieth Century.

Take a local Dutch newspaper, for instance the HAAGSCHE COURANT. Take any date between 1900 and 

1940. The 5th of Juli 1923, for instance. (I apologize for the quality of the picture; it was taken from a print 

from a film. Funny enough it is not possible to get a whole page as sharp from an online newspaper). Go to 

the page where the small advertisements are featured (there could be several pages). There you find 

inbetween the rooms for rent, a bicycle and a pram for sale, several more intrigueing adds. 

Mrs. DE LANGE, the famous planetary expert [planeetkundige], clairvoyant [Hellsehende], can be consulted

daily, also on portrait and writing, works with spiritism for broken love relaions, for ladies and gentlemen. 

Consultation 50 cents. Address: Stille Veerkade 15a.

Mrs. v.d. BRINK, the clairvoyant Medium, to be consulted from 12-9 in the evening, for broken love 

relations, money affairs, etc. Also on Sundays. Success garanteed. Adress: Spui 160.

or:

Miss. v.d. LAUW, the famous reader of planets, to consulted daily from 12 to 9 hrs, also with portrait, only 

for ladies.

and at the bottom:

Miss. FENNA

This unrivalled clairvoyant, of which the equivalent [weerga] has not existed until now, explaner of dreams 

and visions, chiromancer, according to portrait or letter, sleeper [somnambule] and magnetic clairvoyant, 

lives Hekkelaan 6, upper floor.

I could have said: take a random Dutch newspaper and that may work, too, but in this case I have been 

fortunate and probably choosen the one with the highest density of these ladies. Another newspaper I 

stumbled on (by chance?) mentioned 37 regularly advertising fortune tellers in the Hague in early 1923: 

"clients have to stand in line to be admitted".  This wil only have been equalled by one of the local 

Rotterdam newspapers, the Rotterdamsch Nieuwsblad. Amsterdam newspapers at the time had reached a 

mutual agreement to ban this kind of announcements. Subsequently fortune tellers there distributed address 

cards (which I am unable to show you at the moment, although there is a collection of those from around 

1900). In the Utrechtsch Nieuwsblad only an occasional fortune teller could be found. Here I show a part of a

page from 1 September 1926 with Mrs. Saturnes (not misspelled). A national newspaper, such as the Nieuwe 

Rotterdamsche Courant, did not have a small ad section. 

At the very least an important part of the Dutch fortune tellers in the modern era can be found in the 

newspapers and certainly in The Hague and Rotterdam numbers of advertisements reflect the numbers of the 

actual persons. It was simply a matter of competition. To draw clients a form of reknown was required and 

when competitors used the small ads, it would be foolish not to do so, too. One had to be a very upper class 

fortune teller to be able to solely known by word of mouth. This was only reserved to the high market 

"psychometrists" and to (some of) those who practiced somnambulism. Moving in spiritist circles surely 

helped, but even in the spiritist journals advertisements of `clairvoyants' and `mediums' can be found.





Before I say something about what you can do with the advertisments and how to proceed from them, I need 

to mention two other things by way of background: about method and about occurrence.

The common image of the fortune teller features a woman (not necessarily old) with a crystal ball. In 

newspapers these are displayed in cartoons, in jokes. As in the Rotterdamsch Nieuwsblad of 1905 where a 

male visitor is told: "You will inherit a vast sum of money" and replies: "Are you sure?". "Absolutely". "In 

that case: Can you lend me 25 guilders". Or this one: "A tall dark stranger is watching you". "That is right: 

the tax man". These images are, of course, historical as images. (Like humour is historical). As a depiction of

an extra-imaginary reality they are less reliable. Although most of the fortune tellers were indeed women, 

their clients were also mostly women, and to a much lesser extent men. This can easily be seen from the 

advertisements (as one of the above from The Hague) which state: only for women. And there is corrobative 

evidence, too. What I will attempt here, is to present you with a historically more accurate image.

Secondly (but still related to method), the crystal ball was only very rarely used.



Initially I concluded that a similar uniqueness extended to palmistry, also known as chiromantie. That has to 

be qualified. The reading of someone's hand is arguably historical and already depicted for several centuries 

(for instance by Caravaggio). There is no doubt also a pictural tradition with all kinds of moral messages, but

hand reading could be done on the spot and did not require any extra tools. (Here an early nineteenth-century

gypsy fortune teller by Ludwig Grimm). As the manuals show, it also required a thorough knowledge of the 

lines of the hand and it is doubtful whether most fortune tellers would take the trouble to learn it.



In the 1920s in The Hague, the fortune tellers who were able to read a palm could be counted on the fingers 

of one hand. However, this was slightly different in the first decade of the century in Rotterdam, where a 

number of fortune tellers advertised as "handlijnkundige" (expert in palmistry). Since an electronically 

accessible newspaper allows you to put in a search term, it allows for more precise findings than is the case 

with the taking of samples I applied on the film reels. (Do not try "fortune teller" to find adds; you will not). 

But things are always less simple than they appear. To mention just one complication: at the moment there is 

not yet a complete run of the Rotterdamsch Nieuwsblad for the first three decades of the twentieth century. 

Another one concerns the actual practice. As appears from a consultation report of 1893, an Amsterdam 

fortune teller briefly looked at the lines of her clients hand, looked at them intensively, then shook her head 

and returned the the cards she had already put on the table.

In passing I have mentioned (and shown) two settings which fall outside the scope of this paper: fortune 

telling by gypsies, or travellers in general, and fortune telling in the country side. Around 1900, in the peat 

areas of the north-eastern Netherlands (parts of the provinces of Groningen, Friesland and Drenthe), fortune 

tellers, all women, could be found at the country side. The most famous one was Hinke Spoelstra (1835-

1912), better known as Hinke Kaart in the Frisian hamlet Nieuwebrug - here on the only existing, rather 

vague picture. Outside the peat areas, fortune tellers were primarily to be found in the cities, where they were

of course also vistited by clients from outside. The late nineteenth-century print from a painting by Bernhard 

Winter shows this rather well. Three young women in their Sunday best consult a card-layer in Oldenburg, 



presumably to hear about their current and future lovers. Next to travelling fortune tellers and the 

sedimentary ones, there was a third category: the fortune teller on the fair. As far as is known she was mainly

consulted by way of entertainment, again by young women or young couples. The fortune tellers in the big 

cities were different: they dealt with serious businesses.

Let us return to The Hague. The woman who was consulted by the young couple in 1851 was probably 

looking into the boy's hand. She may also have used the coffee grounds [Kaffeesatz]. She certainly applied 

cards. Cards were, as a matter of fact, the tools most frequently used by fortune tellers and it should certainly

not be assumed that "planetary experts" always drew horoscopes. "Planetary expert works with two decks of 

cards", a miss. K. in the Hague advertised. Another "planetary expert" and "(female) astrologist" applied 

"seven decks of cards" and yet another one could do it "with and without cards". As two journalists observed 

in the 1930s: "A card layer [Kartenlegerin] may call herself planetary expert, but of course she is not". A 

similar conclusion can be drawn from the booklet De Astroloog [the astrologist], on sale for 40 cents. It did 

not deal with the stars, but was "the most complete manual to predict someone's future from cards". The 

same applies to the Brief Manual to the Art of Card Laying, which was subtiteld: "How to draw someone's 

horoscope with the help of 36 playing cards".

A certain Miss NESS in the Hague advertised as a "planeetkundige", altough she merely layed cards. When 

in the 1920s a journalist called on her he asked the girl who opened the door for the Kartenlegerin. "You 

surely mean the clairvoyant", she corrected me. Luckily she was in. "Could I wait, because the 

planeetkundige just had a visitor".

In daily speech "kaartlegster" (the Dutch equivalent for Kartenlegerin) was the most common word. I found 

it in newspaper reports, as well as in the register of residence, as in court reports. This indicates that the 



women labelled themselves in that way, too. But not in the advertisements. It was such a matter of fact that 

cards were layed that only the specifics had to be mentioned. Even the few clairvoyants layed the cards. 

There existed several methods to lay the cards and some fortune tellers indeed possessed several packs and 

offered different readings. A deck of 32 cards, for instance (without the numbers 2 to 6), constituted a system

which was broad enough to incorporate the most important facets of life. Roughly put, the cards represented 

people and events in relation to the client. According to the cards life moved between men and women and 

between fortune and misfortune. As a certain miss LONETTI explained in the 1920s to a visiting (but 

undeclared) policeman:

She asked me, since I was unmarried, to draw seven cards. She put those seven into a cross. Meanwhile she 

started a conversation. I sensed very well that she did not see more in the cards than I did. In any way 

possible she attempted to find out what the main point was that bothered me. First she started about financial 

affairs, than about a police case [whether he was prosecuted], rechercheurs were almost on to me, next false 

friends. Finally we reached the issue of women ...

Apart from ordinary playing cards, a deck of 36 fortune telling cards was used. On it a particular image and 

sometimes a small text, as a memory aid to the card's meaning. A card layerin in Amsterdam put them in four

rows of eight cards, with the last four underneath. The distance to the client's card (again a man, but now 

another journalist), determined its effect. When the good cards were close to you, luck laughed you in the 

face. Bad cards, such as the coffin, the clouds, the snake and the cross, could best be as far away as possible. 

Mostly, they balanced out each other.

You are laying, with card number 28, that is the card of your man person, in the middle of row 2. And now 

pay attention to how I will explain it. Not so long ago some evil elements disturbed your rest - is that the 

case? ... yes? ... right -, because it is written here in the cards of the fox, the birds, the anchor, and the mouse; 

they surely attempted to immerge you into misery, but they did not succeed. Now you are rewarded, because 

there is the tower, meaning a happy old age. You conquered the rod, which predicted strife in your 

household. But the stork indicates that you will move soon. There is the evil seize, which should bring some 

misfortune, but that will yield in face of the key which is lying very well directly underneath you, and with 

the help of the ring of fidelity. Everything that would turn out to be unpleasant is kept at a distance ... Your 

luck is considerable since the cards predict reward for your virtues.

So, that is enough, the world is bad and [verdorben] - we all know that - but you are protected by 

[Vorsehung], which won't leave you from the cards. Thus an Amsterdam fortune teller in 1910. 

The cards used were those designed by Madame Lenormand, famous for having foretold the fate of 

Napoleon. She thus occupies a slot next to occult celibrities such as Paracelsus, Etteilla (in a sense 

Lenormands predecessor who had popularized tarot reading) and Trismegistus. (The titlepage features her as 

the main author) The cards are still (or again) available, although there are very slight differences in the 1910



description and the cards I bought almost a century later. At the early twentieth century only a few fortune 

tellers advertised with the name. The ad by Mademoiselle Jeanne in which she refers to her success at the 

fair, is from 1893. Miss ANTHONIA merely stated that she descended from the French woman. And often 

the name was misspelled. The cards may have been more popular in individual use, as a kind of do it 

yourself cards. For they were often advertised for that purpose: "These are [diverse] plays or pleasantries 

with cards, that can be done by a single person, and with which one can have great fun".

The several thousands of advertisements provide a stable background grid against the more random reports 

of visitors may be situated. Without exception those visitors were male, and although they do reveal some of 

the exchange betwen fortune teller and client, they were thus generally atypical. Foremost it concerned 

journalists, who sensed a juicy item that would certainly interest their readers. However, the vice squad of 

the Hague also send out a plain-cloth officer to check whether the ladies were involved in "DARK 

AFFAIRS", mostly abortion and he left a number of rather unique reports. Occasionally fortune tellers 

appear in court cases: as witness, as victim and as perpetrator. In 1896 an Amsterdam newspaper even 

reported the murder of a woman known as a fortune teller (by her husband). In another Amsterdam case of 

1908 a fortune teller had sold stolen grammaphone plates and told the cleaner who had retrieved them that 

the cards showed that the police was still far away from her. In a Rotterdam case a thief was reported to be 

married to a fortune teller, who basically earned his living for him. In yet another instance a fortune teller 

was accused of fraud (which was difficult to establish when the client believed in what she said). And there 

are of course a number of abortion cases in which fortune tellers feature.



Reconstructing the backgrounds of fortune tellers on the basis of the thousands of advertisements is tedious 

work, but surely necessary. Here I can only give a few other examples. In 1910 Miss Fenna, whose 1923 ad I

showed earlier, advertised to be the only one in the Netherlands to work as "Madame Leonard" had done, 

"who predicted the future of emperor Napoleon".  In 1920 she appeared to have moved house, to the 

Hekkelaan. Now she emphasized her clairvoyance which she possessed since a being young girl,  and the 

many "miracles" she had performed. She was a "reader of souls", a "sleeper" [somnambule] and could 

explain visions. In 1930 (at 66 years of age) she could boast to be the "eldest planetary reader of the whole of

the Netherlands", who had letters of thanks from higly placed people, also from abroad. She could explain 

dreams, reveal the past, with a 10 years range. And she also admitted gents. Another way to look at the 

advertisements is serially concentrating on the name. This shows a differentiation of methods, which may of 

course just have been a differentiation in presentation. Fenna's move was to a more strategic location in 

between the two railway stations of The Hague. Her address also allows identification (I cannot show the 

registry of residence where it says that Fenna Wolthuis lived at the Hekkelaan nr. 6). In 1924 she was 

involved in a court case because she would have directed a woman to an abortionist. This could not be 

established and she was .. Freispruch ... She remained active till her death in 1933.



One of the Rotterdam fortune tellers was Miss. Louise. In 1913 she boasted to be wissenschaftlich. She even 

advertised that she did not advertise. This was her way of saying that her fame did not depend on advertising 

but on the experience of her clients ("many proofs of thanks"). No <Betrüg> whatsoever, but just amazement

about what she knows of your past. Meanwhile she was one of the few (or as far as I have seen, the only one)

who put her picture in an advertisement, which then of course by far exceeded the simple and cheap small 

ad. Her address identified her as a widow who apparently picked up the trade after the death of her husband, 

a Tapezierer. The ads also show her living on the doorstep of the Rotterdam cattle market, which will ensured

her of a steady flow of clients from outside Rotterdam. On the same grounds the fair was held and at other 

days there were markets.

The ads of Algonda Damaso appeared in the Rotterdamsch Nieuwsblad of 1909, 1913-1919. (At least those 

years are available online at the moment). They are relatively extensive: consider the first: She portrayed 

herself as a Hellsehende, Planeetkundige. She could speak Dutch, German and English. Had received a 

Spanish medal (at the end of the ad a Swiss medal is mentioned, too), was the only mindreader who had been

born with the gift. Sees everything: past, present and future, tells you where you are born, how old you are, 

which faith. After these, supposedly confidence inspiring skills, followed a list of the areas in which she 

could give advice: Family affairs, marriages, separation, inheritances, police businesses, <ongesteldheden>, 

commercial relations. In different order similar lists are mentioned in subsequent advertisements. There is an 

additional "astrological mirror" (in the middle, have no idea what that is). And in the later ads prospective 

clients are told that there is a separate entrance, a waiting room and a consultation room. 



On both the addresses lived W.G. Bredewold, who was first registered as a shoemaker and later as a 

merchant. He was married to Theresia Hoornstra whom I suspect to have been the fortune teller (unless they 

had a relative living in). The marriage took place in 1906 and their daughter Allegonda (!) was born soon 

afterwards (there were also earlier children). Again close to cattlemarket. Like Miss Louise she will probably

have had male clients, too.

Apart from satisfying curiosity, identifying a fortune teller helps to better establish an individual, and in the 

end a common, profile, although not every advertising fortune teller can be identified through her address, 

also because there were several hundreds of those ladies and some of them only practiced for a short while. 

But one of the things, it shows that not every fortune teller was necessarily old; they could also be in their 

early thirties. In  the case of the ones for whom identification is possible, there are two further considerations

to be made. One relates to the advantage of historical distance and access to registration of residence (this 

useful source was lost in Rotterdam, by the way); in other words, the researcher can discover connections 

most contemporaries could not. The second reveals something about the double identity of the fortune teller 

herself. The address book of Rotterdam was available at the time and every one could check who lived at the 

address of the fortune teller. Especially when she advertised to have moved, such as Ms. H. in 1913, it 

becomes easy to see that at the subsequent address the seamstress J. Hoogeveen lived. In the rare case of 

Miss ANTHONIA (the so-called descendant of Lenormand) there could be no doubt whatsoever as she gave 

her occupation as fortune teller ("waarzegster") in the address book. (her surname was Jopse, her first name 

Thona, and a few years before had been a cleaner). To act as a fortune teller involved participating in a kind 

of fantasy world of which both the actor and her clients could be aware. Sometimes.



Advertisements allow the mapping of fortune tellers in space and through time. This can show a particular 

practice and it success (measured in number of years) within a particular neighbourhood, especially in terms 

of social status and the opportunities to connect with the wider world. It also related the different fortune 

tellers to each other; how they both tried to distinguish themselves from one another and went with the 

current fashions, even when the ads only represented a part of their practice and foremost how a fortune 

teller wanted to present herself. I could easily occupy you the rest of this afternoon with more examples, but 

I will conclude with three more issues.

The Rotterdam Miss LOUISE shared a house number with a merchant, whose mother was to become one of 

the most notorious female healers in the 1920s and 1930s. In 1919 she (the mother) was convicted of having 

procured an abortion in the course of the previous summer. The healer and the fortune teller will no doubt 

have known each other, but at the moment any other conclusion will be speculative. In the case of Miss 

FENNA in The Hague, the evidence is more convincing, although in the end not enough for the court. Her 

colleague Miss NESS certainly was involved in abortion cases. Her pseudonym Ness was, in fact, derived 

from the actual surname, Nesselaar, of yet another fortune teller who went by the name of Miss MERTENS 

and who had lived at the same address. This was purely to confuse the police. Talking to the police officer, 

whom she took for a client, Ness asked whether he had "perhaps shoot too far". The man nodded. She 

resumed  to studiously consider the cards. There was "young life" in my family. She could see it in the stars. 

The man confided that he was at his wits end an was looking for a solution. She looked at the cards again: I 

could "dissolve" it. "Is that possible," the man asked. "That is very well possible." A similar conversation 

took place some time later when the same fortune teller was visited by a journalist.

On the basis of selected examples, a convincing case can be built as to the equition of fortune tellers 

and abortionists. But it is also a matter of rhetoric, of presentation. Of the total numer of abortions, only a 

fraction practiced as fortune teller. In the Hague 68 abortionists were convicted between 1912 and 1930 and 

only six of them were also fortune tellers. During the same period in Rotterdam also six fortune tellers were 

prosecuted as abortionist, of a total of 111. When there were roughly one hundred fortune tellers in these 

cities each during the same period, the overlap is put into some more perspective. Of course, when the nine 

aborting fortune tellers of Amsterdam are also thrown in, a discussion of over twenty cases may sound 

convincing, the more so when it is decorated with contemporary opinion which equated the two trades. What

should be distinguished, however, is the practice of abortion (and its scale, which varied), and the referral to 

abortionists. Unwanted pregnancy was certainly one of the issues to put before a fortune teller, and with 

hardly any medical provisions (and those not very expert at that), lay abortionists naturally stepped in. 

What else, where fortune tellers consulted about?

"The questions put to card layers and their ilk", a reporter remarked in 1918, "mainly go into the amorous 

direction, while those to somnambules are often related to illnesses". That seems to be more or less accurate. 

In all advertisements where there is mention of illness, it concerns clairvoyants. For the rest the information 



in the ads is fickle; lists as those of ALGONDA DAMASO are, on the whole, rather exceptional. Of course 

there is mention of the future, sometimes in relation to the past (even the past could be predicted). Miss B. 

"gives consultation for daily life and predicts you the future soon"", miss L. was "clairvoyant in life 

circumstances". When these very vague indications are further specified, it relates to "affairs or other 

circumstances", "secret affairs, inheritance and commercial affairs", or "broken engagements", "love affairs, 

also separation." Several women even had "famous powder for broken off love". For the rest, secrecy ruled. 

The fortuneteller "revealed dark affairs, no matter how secret", she could be consulted for "all secret and 

difficult affairs", she was the "Enthüllerin of the deepest and hidden secrets". She "tells everything, however 

secret", "resolves every secrecy", "uncovers the deepest secrets". The question is, of course, whether these 

secrets should remain secrets, forever buried in an unaccessible past, or whether an attempt should be made 

at recovery?

In a letter to the Rotterdamsch Nieuwsblad in 1919 a certain V. complained that many a "decent father was 

being branded as the biggest shapegoat" by "these people". Lichtgelovige women could easily be let astray. A

next "victim" found that fortune tellers did not care whether they made someone unhappy, as long as they 

earned money. Curiosity was the culprit. In a slightly earlier report, of 1917, it was put in this way: "They 

[the fortune tellers] warn about a <falsifity?> and than indicate a "dark" or "blonde" person living in the 

surroundings of the <female> questioner". A client of Mrs. Sonja "suspected that her man was seeing other 

women. That made her very tense".  As Mrs. Adrino told the plain-cloth policeman: "Women come to me 

with all kinds of problems. The one does not trust her husband, the other wants to go steady, a third has to 

marry [= pregnant]". The female clients of Mrs. B. in Rotterdam complained about a corpulent husband, a 

drinking husband, and a lack of children. They also wanted to find a husband.  Also some muddlers had 

visited her. It seems, one can conlude, that fortune tellers fulfilled a need: they attracted women who were 

looking for luck and not finding it.

A similar study is more than possible for Germany. I have already shown several prints by German artists. 

There is also the occasional spill in the Dutch newspapers. In 1911 the Dutch newspaper HET CENTRUM 

reported (presumably from a German source) the presence of 34.607 "star gazers, card layers, fortunetellers 

male + female, wizards and witches" in Berlin. According to another newspaper in 1914, they had become "a

plague" in Berlin, where they were distributing address cards and advertising leaflets. They should then 

specifically have concentrated on telling female relatives how soldiers fared in the war. There was the 

occasional trial, such as the one against mrs. Gunther-Geffers who had often been officially consulted to 

discover murderers, arsonists and other criminals. But the prosecuter insisted that she practiced fortune 

telling as a trade, which was legally forbidden. In 1934 the Minister of Justice published a warning against 

fortune tellers. As it was impossible to predict the future, they were all fake, he insisted - which shows he 

knew little about their practice. Foto's of the Berlin fortune teller madame Sylvia taken in 1932 even turn up 

in a Dutch foto archive. In 1930 she had been involved in a famous case of treasure finding in Zaandam 

which even made it into popular songs.

These German examples only present the tip of the iceberg. I feel the same way about my Dutch material.




